Experts on Maritime IT
Worldwide Service & Support

MNC Marine Container
Mobile Entertainment- and IT systems with Communication
To charter a vessel for a limited period is costly. If you also have to pay for the wiring of your IT systems you want to keep
down the number of contact points and TV sets. You will certainly also want to reuse a well-functioning and well-tuned
system.
With MNC Marine you can now create an IT standard regardless of which vessel you charter and from whom.

MNC Container
- AC, 19” Server Rack, UPS, Antenna Brackets, camera surveillance
- VSAT, antenna and controller
- VSAT-modem
- 3G-4G gateways
- Iridium Open Port as a backdoor
- GPS compass (replace cabling to the gyro)
- Router
- TV antenna and controller
- TV steamer – IPTV system
- Transcoder for WIFI TV and film
- Film server
- Network components
- Telephone system – Up to 20 VOIP phone as standard
- RFID check in/out system, passenger lists – IMO standard
- Control systems for the WIFI Network on board
- MNC Marine’s Entertainment Portal
- CCTV with at least 30 days of recording

How we do it:
You find a ship for your mission, MNC Marine sets up the IT system on the ship according to the IT functionality agreed
upon. MNC Marine performs cabling and mounting of computers, video lounges, TV lounges, WIFI access points, printers,
RFID readers, CCTV and network infrastructure. MNC Marine monitors hardware and software and provides 24/7/365
support on the entire system.
MNC Marine works thoroughly and controlled so as not to interfere with the activities on board. MNC Marine are
available 24/7/365 and understands "crew welfare".

For more information please contact sales@mncmarine.com or call us on +358 18 22773
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